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What was good about your care and what could be improved?  

1 The doctor I saw was fantastic - attentive, listened with empathy  

1 Prompt and concise advice 

1  I was given an appointment on the day I rang which was unheard of at my previous surgery and Dr 
Patel was very informative and gave me good advice  

1 Good - the dr I saw 
Improve - parking 

1 Very professional nurse. It could be useful to have more medical tests. 

1 The way they make you feel at ease. 

1 Once there, the service is excellent. The only other comment I can make is that it isn't so easy to 
get an appointment if the date sent doesn't suit.  

1 Cryotherapy Nurse Annette v good at Cryotherapy treatment, but there has always been, and still 
is, a 10-12 week waiting list to see her which is regrettable 

1 On time quick and efficient 

1 Dr was lovely and very helpful ! 

1  Dr Reeves was very caring & I felt listened to & supported. She gave me a very personal service & I 
didn't feel at all like I was just one more patient. 

1 Making appointment- great  
Checking in - simple  
Doctor seen - great  
Slight delay in waiting room but nominal. 
Only pain - parking. 

1 Lovely Dr. Very reassuring. 

1   can't think of anything that could be improved. 

1 This feed back is for my mother in Eversfield Care home. She appreciates and is reassured by a 
nurse visiting her to check her warfarin levels. 

1 Helpful staff and action taken to ensure that my welfare was paramount.  Cannot think of where 
improvements could be made. 

1 Efficient nursing no complaints 

1 Efficient, no other comments 

1 Felt I was a person not a symtom 

1 The timings. No delays and seen promptly and the nurses were lovely 

1 My appointment was on time .The care was good and not rushed. I was very satisfied with with my 
treatment today thanks. I feel better all ready. 

1 Dr. Boules is an e xcellent doctor.  Looking forward to the buildingwork being finushed. !! 

1 No need to improve anything. Treatment at the Wall House Surgery is always good. 

1 Thoroughness of doctor and punctuality. 

1 It felt like doctor gave us time and wasn't rushed. waiting time could be improved. 

1  My care has always been excellent at The Wall House Surgery. This mornings appointment for 
Wellman Bloods was on time and the nurse very polite and professional 

1 All  good no  improvement needed 

1  The care was brilliant. I went for a blood test and after informing the nurse i was prone to fainting I 
was told to lie down and they spoke to me  

1 Nurse was efficient, pleasant and on time 

1 Went in for blood test, didn't have to wait long. All very quick & easy. My criticism is your rather 



weird appt booking system which you have recently started 

1 The doctors are thorough& caring. The parking is a problem, however, as is getting through on the 
phone.  A. C. 

1 Very professional, but with a personal touch, very understanding. Finish the building work is the 
only thing that could be improved !! 

1 Always good care and professional assistance. With current NHS cuts I do not think anything can be 
improved. 

1 Care is always good at the wall house 

1 Receptionists were kind and helpdul and nurse was very kind. 

1 Appointment on time and very professional doctors & staff. 

1 All ok thank 

1 Good reception. Doctor really listened to me properly, didn't just look at computer screen. 

1 Very efficient. Looking forward to your permanent surgery. When is it to be finished? 

1 Seen on time and very friendly staff 

1 I was seen on time and the nurse was very friendly for me nothing to improve on x 

1 Thank you all for your professional way of working, i can't say anything more 

1 Kind doctor, good discussion. Appalling parking provision which makes it stressful to get there on 
time. 

1 Dr Osbourne is so caring and understanding 

1  Doctors are always attentive, take the time to listen. Children are offered appointments on the 
same day when needed. 

1 Appt time on t'mrw, Dr Osborne very thorough and good understanding and explanation. 

1 phone me cut off . So an hanging  still no appointment you drive round to you to be told all 
appointment s gone!!!!!! 
To Seeing Dr Wallbank is like winning the lottery 

1 I received thoughtful and considerate care from Dr Wallbank. Only problem is the difficulty/delay in 
getting appointments if they are non-urgent. 

1 Receptionist was very friendly and helpful, I was given an appointment for the same day. The 
doctor was very helpful. 

1 The appointment was on time and the Dr communicated well 

1 Only waited few minutes The doctor was thorough no nonsense and seemed to hit the nail on the 
head  Very reassuring 

1 On time, caring, didn't feel rushed. 

1 It's always a friendly caring surgery 

1 All good 

1 Everyone I saw listen to me and gave me good advice...everyone was 100% 

1 The time given by the doctor to explain my condition and the excellent care we receive in this 
country (we are very lucky!) 

1 The care & attention from my Doctor. Improvements finish the refurbishments and have an 
improved answering service especially when you try many times  

1 I could not have faulted the wonderful kind attention and professionalism by doctor chan today. 
Thanks 

1 Time taken to listen to me. 

1 Gp was only a few minutes late for appointment 

1 Dr Chan is so understanding and supportive. It is great to see the same Doctor time and again. 
Appointment was on time too. 

1 Care was v good. Being able to pre-book an appt with any degree of notice (essential if you don't 
work locally) much more problematic. 



1 Getting an appointment seems to be of good service at the moment much better than my other gp 
surgery and receptionist are very polite x 

1 Very pleased with the care  because the staff was very polite and efficient, the Dr was very nice and 
patient . 

1 Prompt treatment and understanding  
The Doctor was very personable, understood my situation and despite long queues didn't rush me  

1  All good-care was taken!Prompt appt.Good as it gets• 

1 Dr long was knowledgeable, kind and explained my referral well. 

1 Polite friendly treatment. Listened to my concerns. Only thing that needed to change is more space 
for a wheelchair to get around. 

1  Dr Long has always given me fantastic care. I always like going to see her, she always explains 
everything and has a very caring manor about her. Always 

1 All good 

1 Waiting time 

1 Very human and kind which helped my nerves at having an embarrassing smear test (I know it 
shouldn't be embarrassing but it is). 

1 Great nursing and reception staff. But they need more space. 

1 Linda was very thorough and professional. Generally it would be good if the surgery was a bit less 
frantically busy though ! 

1  I phoned yesterday for an appointment for a smear, offered an appointment today which I thought 
was excellent and the nurse I seen was lovely. Most painl 

1 Quick and efficient appointment and treatment for my son. 

1  I find all the drs and nurses there listen and try and resolve all illnesses and care about the patient 
and problem. The appointment system is great  

1 The care that all staff show and the treatment that is giving 

1 I love that you have nurse practitioner Lucy. She is efficient, thorough and on the whole has a good 
bed side manner. 

1 Lucie and all the doctors are very supportive. 

1 The midwives today we're so lovely and made me feel right at ease. There was nothing about my 
care today which could be improved. Thank you 

1 I was pleased with level of care and grateful to be regularly seen throughout prehistoric. Midwife 
appeared overworked and rushed for time. 

1 Dr lovis was very helpful and friendly and very reassuring I would recommend her and the surgery 
to everyone . Nothing needs to be improved 

1 I was seen promptly and the doctor dealt with my issues very efficiently. 

1 Dr Lovis is a very good doctor and takes the time to solve problems. 

1 Really fantastic nurse. Martine 

1 Understanding of the doctor ,listening to my concerns. And giving me the emergency prescription 
authorised by Consulted. Many many thanks 

1 Efficient, on time and friendly 

1 Quick answer to the problems  

1 Efficiency - caring attitude -  expertise/knowledge. 

1 The nurse was very caring and professional 

1 On time and painless blood test. Might help if reception staff complained more quietly about their 
respective shift patterns. 



1 Got a prompt appointment and was in on time . 

1 Reception staff very efficient and think you are all doing a great job keeping the surgery open whilst 
renovation work ongoing. 

1 Doctors are thorough. Support of my daughter, who is autistic, is excellent. Non urgent 
appointments for the rest of us are difficult to book, however  

1 The Dr was caring, supportive and she listened to me. 

1 Appointment more or less on time. Dr very clear and explained next course of action. Obviously not 
ideal surroundings but that only temporary. 

1 Good appointment system xx 

1 More doctors  needed please. 

1 Dr. listens and discusses options available.However Follow-up appears to be down to the patient ie 
to ensure continuity and progress  

1 Really got patient involved in biology lesson. Very interesting. Took time and didn't rush. Good 
rapore. 

1 The surgery do an amazing job.  They cope with incredible demands and difficult working 
conditions but remain polite and helpful.  

1  Seeing my own doctor I have known for 20 odd years and who obviously knows me well. The new 
appt system is taking some getting used to for us oldies  

1 Dr Kerr takes trouble to help. 

1 Phone call from GP early evening to enquiry about ongoing medical condition. Appointment made 
whilst on the phone to see doctor 2 days later. 

1 Very good 

1 As surgeries go ours is more than satisfactory. 

1  Dr Kerr was very understanding and listened carefully to my needs and I feel comfortable about 
returning to discuss my care in the future.  

1  Very approachable doctor - explained all options available in detail - genuine feeling of care - spent 
time with me for the full 15  

1 Dr Kerr was very pleasant and thorough.  The receptionists were also very helpful, both in person 
and on the phone afterwards. 

1 Very good service cannot fault it 

1 nothing much to improve .Polite receptionist  efficient nurse 

1 Receptionist very helpful -  doctor good too 

1 The doc listened and his advice helpful. Imrove maybe the waiting time as there was a delay 

1  I was seen within 2 minutes of the time booked - very quick. My doctor was very helpful, explained 
all the side affects of the medication 

1 My health problems and those of my husband have been dealt with very promptly. 

1 Have always been able to get a phone call or appt when I really needed it. Doc rang to check on me 
when I had pneumonia. No complaints except for parking! 

1 Parking spaces are occupied by builders but appreciate that will change once works are completed 

1 The nurse was very friendly and chatty. 

1 Professional and caring.  Took time to listen. Dr khalafpour is excellent and an asset to the 
profession  if all doctor's were like her it would be excellent 

1 Appointment was on time. Procedure explained well and nurse was super friendly and put me at 
ease. 

1 All my needs were met in a proffesional manner. Only thing that can be improved is the waiting 
time. 

1 Pleasant staff, fast 

1 Listened too and given advice and support 

1 The doctor gave me an extended appt and was very caring. Ã¢Â˜Âº 



1 Very friendly and supportive! Nothing to improved 

1 Very understanding doctor. I'm  not a registered patient as I was here on work business and my gp 
to far away- was very easy to get appointment 

1  All at surgery very pleasant and not defensive which was our experience at Horley. If waiting times 
goes over 30 mins, a priority replacement appointment should be offered 

1 Great care! Only Just waited 15 min s thankyou 

1 Really liked doctor. Very down-to-earth. It will be a it better once renovations are complete. 

2 Good is service and the medics in the lead are excellent. Really bad us accessibility of GP's. Not 
enough extra capacity to match increased demands.  

2 Dr Reeve excellent. Reception and parking not so good. 

2  to make me feel comfortable and at ease. 

2 Great care but wasn't seen until 45 mins after my scheduled appointment 

2 [The medical & phlebotomist team are excellent in the individual care given and receptionist staff 
do an excellent job under extreme circumstances  

2 Nursing staff very good parking poor 

2 The dr listened to everything I said and followed it up with action and is now doing a referral.  Very 
nice understanding dr . 

2 Good doctor. Improved is more the refurb works - no privacy at reception 

2 Seen quickly after calling this morning 

2  I was lucky to get a Saturday appointment with Dr Long who is my preferred GP. There is a serious 
lack of appointments now and the new appointment proces 

2  skills are great which is what you need when you are seeing a doctor, nurse or anyone else in the 
practise team.  

2 Getting an urgent appointment is always efficient but trying to book a non urgent apt is more 
frustrating i.e. having to keep checking as soon as apt date 

2 Receptionist is nice, efficient, friendly. Midwife also nice 

2 Blood taken only today. But quick and painless, with no bruising afterwards. 

2 The appointment was on time and the nurse extremely friendly and professional. 

2 Nurse was absolutely lovely.  

2 No wait today (rare!) and GP was very thorough. Parking was awful and I had to park on a yellow 
line. 

2 Dr very nice. Can always see details of the person at the front of the pile of prescriptions. Not  
confidential 

2  Care was good as Doctor was attentive and suggested leaving off one of medications to see if that 
helped. Parking was a big problem  

2 . It is currently undergoing a huge redevelopment which has impacted on the availability of 
appointments 

2 Waiting times could be reduced, never anywhere to park , builders should not be allowed in bays 

2 The Dr listened and acted on my problems 

2 Dr Khalafpour discussed my care plan. Access to appointments are difficult when you are not on 
line 

2 It was quick and efficient 

2 It was all good 

3 The nurse was very reassuring and kind. The receptionist was a bit abrupt. 

3 I got an appt within 3 days rather than 3 weeks. Dr Ray is very helpful too 

3 manner a little dismissive 

3  surgery is a pretty unpleasant experience. It would be nice to see some signs up advising patients 
when the new surgery is expected to be complete,  



 
3 

Waiting room times too long. Dr Kerr very attentive, listens, doesn't put you under pressure to 
leave after 10 minutes. 

3 Appointment  change don't like it. I prefer the old way 

3  Most of the time you can get an on the day appointment but I handed a repeat prescription in last 
Monday and it took until Saturday for it to come to the chemist 

4  Booking to make an appointment is very stressful must allow for non urgent appointments to be 
booked well in advance trying to get through at 8 am is a real nightmare 

4 The request for me to attend was a waste of time especially as getting an appointment was very 
difficult. 

4  The Dr's were absolutely brilliant. They listened to all my concerns and were compassionate and 
really thorough.  
Areas to improve include front line st 

4 Thorough. Less condescending  and more understanding tone. 

4  Not impressed. Appointment system is unsatisfactory, I understand appointments are 10 min slots 
but when u r not given 10 mins  

4 There appears to be no follow up procedures 

4 Better access to appointments, better understanding for carers, repeat prescription turnaround can 
be dire and stressful in already stressful situations. 

5 So difficult to get an apt 

5 [Seeing the same doctor. Knowing my doctor.  

5  If I can get to see a Doctor then they are professional and helpful. The problem is that making an 
appointment to see a doctor is the worst system that I  

5 Waiting time could be improved.Outrageous that appointments are delayed up to one hour. 
Very difficult to book an appointment as well 

5  I was told by the receptionist all my blood tests were clear and when I visited my Dr yesterday was 
told that was incorrect and was well into menopause!! 

5 New appointment system not easier, had to wait 25 mins to be seen 

5 New appointment process needs to change 

5 Better appointment booking system. More comprehensive information/advice other than go and 
see a physio... 

5 The care is good but it's v hard to get an appointment 

5 Reception staff and customer service needs to improve one particular staff member terrible 
customer service 

5  Good was speedy appointment. Less than satisfactory was the lack of courtesy shown by 
clinician.Very little eye contact.  

6 Kind Dr. Quite long wait. 

6 I have an excellent GP who always goes the extra mile and who I  
 I saw Dr Patel as a follow up today from an appt last week. He was extremely helpful and listened 
to my concerns before coming up with a revised treatment plan  
Improved, the attitude of the receptionists , cause sometimes they can be off hand with you over 
the phone. Possibly slightly longer appointments with doctor  
The nurse took her time and was very thorough. Professional, kind, caring and friendly. First visit so 
can't recommend any improvement  
Crowded reception will be fine when new building opens  
Thank you all!  
 Dr. Lovis understood my need very well. I was very happy with the outcome.    
Blood test friendly efficient  good thankyou. 



 
Well that was my first visit and the gp new what im going threw and he gave me advice and no 
swearing in room but the building work thay need to urgently finish  
Not good me deaf can't make appt triage system mot work for 600.000  deaf community in surrey 
hospitals to all fail miserably an also cause misery an sic  
Dr long who i saw was briliant she listened and she was the first doctor out of many ive seen to 
seek proper departments excellant doctor 

 


